
 
Lotus Birth Support Service Agreement 
 
Thank you for choosing Woman’s Choice Perinatal Services to be a part of 
your journey! We hope to make your experience as wonderful as possible. 
This agreement contains important information regarding this service. 
A lotus birth is the act of allowing the umbilical cord to naturally separate 
from the baby, by preserving the placenta in a bed of salt and herbs.  
 
FAQS 
 
* Can I encapsulate my placenta after a lotus birth? 
It is not recommended. I will not perform this. However, you can 
encapsulate half of the placenta, while leaving half with the cord attached 
for lotus birth.  
 
* Does it smell? 
No! We are using age old methods of preservation by packing the placenta 
with salts and herbs that will keep it from spoiling.  
 
*How long does it take for the cord to separate? 
Everyone is different. But on average it will take anywhere from 3-10 days 



 
*Can I hold the baby? 
Yes! You can hold and clothe your baby fairly normal. You will need to be 
very careful. If you are breastfeeding, your hold positions may be limited as 
the cord hardens and dries.  
 
* What happens once the cord separates? 
That’s totally up to you. Most parents will hold a small ceremony and bury 
the placenta with a new plant outside.  
 
How It Works 
It is your responsibility to make sure that your hospital and provider do not 
have any issues with lotus birth. Once you have paid, I will not issue a 
refund if I show up and the birth place is not on board with the service that 
you want.  
It is your responsibility to CALL me within 2 hours of the delivery. (1 hour 
during winter months December thru February) to allow me time to arrive 
within 4 hours of the placenta being birthed.  
I will arrive and gently wash the placenta. I will pat it dry and then cover it in 
salt and herbs.  
I will leave you with supplies and instructions on how to continue to care for 
the placenta after I’ve departed.  
You acknowledge that after I have provided my service, I am not 
responsible for any negative outcomes due to your care or lack thereof, of 
the placenta.  
 
REFUND INFO  
We do not provide refunds simply because of change of mind, or other 
situations where continuing or discontinuing the service is your choice. We 
do understand that unexpected situations arise, and we are willing to 
assess the situation on a case by case basis. 
Photos 



Please know that photos are an important factor in my work. Both for 
educational and promotional reasons. I may take photos/videos of the 
placenta for these reasons. I will NEVER share personal or identifying 
information about you.  
 
Booking 
Please follow the instructions on the website for booking.  
 
Please download or screenshot this agreement, fill in the required 
information, and email it to us at Womanschoiceps@gmail.com. 
Providing your information acts as your acknowledgement and 
agreement to everything mentioned above. 
 
Name 
 

 
 
Phone & Email 
 

 
 
Address 
 

 
 
Estimated Due Date & Birth Location (Hospital name, etc) 
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